Waterways Conservation Amendment Regulations 1998

Made by the Governor in Executive Council on the recommendation of the Water and Rivers Commission.

1. **Citation**

These regulations may be cited as the *Waterways Conservation Amendment Regulations 1998*.

2. **The regulations amended**

The amendments in these regulations are to the *Waterways Conservation Regulations 1981*. [*Published in Gazette 14 July 1981, pp. 2843-62. For amendments to 19 June 1998 see 1997 Index to Legislation of Western Australia, Table 4, p. 295.*]

3. **Regulation 2 amended**

Regulation 2(1) is amended by inserting, in the appropriate alphabetical position, the following definition —

“**aircraft**” means a machine that can derive support in the atmosphere from the reactions of the air;
4. **Regulation 8 amended**

Regulation 8(1) is amended as follows:

(a) after paragraph (h), by deleting “or”;

(b) after paragraph (i), by deleting the full stop and inserting instead —

“ ; or

(j) except in an emergency —

(i) land or touch down an aircraft on any waters or associated land;

(ii) take-off an aircraft from any waters or associated land;

(iii) stand, park, dock or moor an aircraft on any waters or associated land;

(iv) embark passengers onto or disembark passengers from an aircraft on any waters or associated land;

(v) load freight onto or unload freight from an aircraft on any waters or associated land; or

(vi) refuel, service or repair an aircraft on any waters or associated land.

".

By Command of the Governor,

M. C. WAUCHOPE, Clerk of the Executive Council.